
Healthy Home
ADVANTAGESM

A NEW STANDARD OF LIVING

MERV 11 FILTRATION SYSTEM 
The highest residential Merv rating. It will capture particulates such as 
dust, dander, mold spores, dust mite debris, pollen, AND it will also 
capture bacteria and some viruses.

KWIK SET™ WITH MICROBAN
Interior door hardware with Microban technology incorporated into the 
finish (limited finish/styles) during the manufacturing process. Microban 
lasts the lifetime of the hardware finish.

ZOOM ROOM  |  TOUCHLESS FAUCETS IN 
BATHROOMS  |  SAMSUNG™ AQUALIFT STEAM 
OVEN**  |  SHERWIN WILLIAMS™ HARMONY PAINT
**Availability may vary per community

WIRED ACCESS POINTS
Enables the user to connect devices which need Wi-Fi access to a wired 
network. Allows for a broader range of transmission, far better coverage for 
multiple users Zooming/streaming at the same time. Allows the parent 
working from home to conduct business while a houseful of kids are 
streaming on multiple devices.

THREE USB PORTS
Convenience factor - with more people using virtual technology from  
home, no more searching for a USB plug.

SHERWIN WILLIAMS™ PROMAR
A new standard low VOC interior paint & primer.

RINNAI™ TANKLESS WATER HEATER
Delivers pure and safer water. Because there is never any sitting water, 
the tanks don’t corrode - no risk of mineral particulates getting into the 
water, which can happen with a tanked sytem.

TAEXX™ TUBES IN THE WALL PEST CONTROL
Creates a virtual barrier that keeps pests on the outside of your home. 
The chemicals don’t penetrate your interior walls. Added benefit during a 
pandemic, no one enters the home to treat your space.

DELTA™ VOICE IQ KITCHEN FAUCET
This faucet responds to voice commands in ounces, cups, quarts and 
gallons and even understands fractions. You can tell it to fill two cups at 
95 degrees - touchless!

EVEN MORE OPTIONS

Welcome to the

Now included at no additional cost*
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*Applies to contracts on To Be Built Homes sold on or after 9.14.20. 
Standard optoins vary by community, VBI reserves the right to delete, add, or 

change options at sole discretion.
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